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_STATEM~NT OF THE CASE

Nature of the Case
Joseph Anthony Thomas, Jr., contends that his constitutional right to present a

defense was violated when the district court refused to allow him to present testimony
from three witnesses who would have supported his defense. The district court deemed
the evidence irrelevant

The proffered evidence would have directly supported

Mr. Thomas' defense that Ms. Irby-Thomas injured herself engaging in self-autoerotic
asphyxia. The State had presented testimony from their investigating officer that they
had looked into Ms. Irby-Thomas' sexual practices, however, the State presented no
evidence that the State discovered that Ms. Irby-Thomas did engage in this dangerous
sexual activity.

Expert testimony provided opinion evidence about how Ms. Irby-

Thomas could have died engaging in self-autoerotic asphyxia. The jury specifically had
asked if there was any evidence to support Mr. Thomas' testimony that Ms. IrbyThomas was, in fact, into autoerotic asphyxiation. The precluded evidence would have
made the defense that Ms. Irby-Thomas died by an unfortunate accident engaging in
self-autoerotic asphyxia more probable.
Mr. Thomas timely appeals from the Judgment of Conviction in which he was
sentenced to a unified term of life, with twenty-five years fixed, following his conviction
for first-degree murder. Mr. Thomas asserts that the district court committed reversible
error in refusing to allow him to present the proffered testimony.

The State will be

unable to prove the error was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. The matter should
be remanded to the district court for a new trial.
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Statell]~JJJ of the Facts and Course otEsoceedinfl§
ML Thomas married Ms. Irby-Thomas.
shortly after the birth of their second child.

(Tr., p.862, Ls.1-11.)
(Tr., p.862, Ls.16-20.)

They divorced
The two shared

custody; however, prior to Ms. Irby-Thomas' death a custody action had been initiated.
(Tr, p.863, Ls.1-15.) Throughout the trial, both Mr. Thomas and Ms. Irby-Thomas were
porirayed as good parents for the most part (Tr., p.339, Ls.11-13; p.863, L.16-p.864,
L.7; p.1309, L.12.)
Although the two had divorced, they continued to attend family events together.
(Tr., p.1

L.7-p.1236, L.9.) Just

before Ms. Irby-Thomas' death, Mr. Thomas

and Ms. Irby-Thomas spent the day together at Ms. Irby-Thomas' Aunt's house
celebrating Easter. (Tr., p.1234, L.7-p.1236, L.9.) Debby Irby, Ms. Irby-Thomas' Aunt,
thought they were affectionate and got along well with each other on Easter.

(Tr.,

p.1237, Ls5-16.)
On April 30, 2011, Mr. Thomas and his best friend, Guy Arnzen, spent the
evening together watching television and eating pizza.

(Tr., p.389, Ls.21-22; p.398,

Ls.9-13; p.400, Ls.11-16.) While watching television, Mr. Arnzen passed out on the
couch after drinking alcohol and popping Hydrocodone pills.

(Tr., p.399, Ls.20-21;

p.416, L.17-p.419, L.6; Defendant's Exhibit G.) Mr. Thomas left around 8:30 p.m. to go
visit Ms. Irby-Thomas, whom he had been texting back and forth with while watching
television with Mr. Arnzen. (Tr., p.399, Ls.24-25; p.890, L.23-p.891, L.5; p.891, L.22p.892, L.5.)
When Mr. Thomas arrived at Ms. Irby-Thomas' house, the boys were still awake.
(Tr., p.893, Ls.12-13.) The boys and their parents roughhoused together for about thirty
minutes before Mr. Thomas and Ms. Irby-Thomas put them to bed. (Tr., p.893, L.132

p.894, L 17; p.899, Ls.20-24.) After the boys were in bed, the two discussed a number
of things, including custody, boyfriends, and girlfriends, (TL, p.900, Ls.3-10.) Ms. lrbyTl1omas became upset and asked Mr. Thomas to leave, however, the two reengaged in

conversation. (Tr., p.900, Ls.12-19.)
The two continued to discuss matters, Mr. Thomas retrieved alcohol from his car,
and tt-1e two consumed it together. (Tr., p,901, Ls.15-19.) At some point, the two were
standing next to each other and kissed

(Tr., p.903, Ls.7-8 ) The kissing led to more

sexual activity. (Tr., p.906, Ls.15-19.) Ms. Irby-Thomas removed Mr. Thomas' belt and
put it around her neck as she had done previously when they lived together. (Tr., p.903,
Ls.8-9; p.904, Ls.9-12.)

Ms, Irby-Thomas enjoyed erotic asphyxia. 1 (R., pp.323-364,

445-478.)
With the belt around her neck, the two engaged in sexual intercourse.

(Tr.,

p.904, L23-p.905, L.11.) When Mr. Thomas would not put his hands around her neck,
she pulled on the belt a little bit (Tr., p.905, L.9-p.906, L.6,) Mr. Thomas denied pulling
on the belt that evening, which appeared to be consistent with the DNA evidence. (Tr.,
p,906, Ls.10-14; p.724, Ls.14-16; p.733, Ls.14-24.) DNA expert, Linda Silva, swabbed

1

The terms erotic asphyxia and autoerotic asphyxia are used interchangeably in the
scientific community. Historically, autoerotic asphyxia referred to solo sexual acts while
erotica asphyxia referred to sexual acts done with two or more people, As explained by
Doctor Gregory Wilson,
The original origin of the phrase autoerotic asphyxiation was the idea that
it was being done to one's self secretively and, of course, that's very
common. But now as the field has kind of expanded in understanding the
actual behaviors occurring, there's much more evidence of it being done in
couples and group situations. And so although it's still called autoerotic
asphyxiation we'll probably be seeing it talked about more as the notion of
asphyxophilia so that it decreases the emphasis by one's self, and it will
be considered either as an individual or a partner act in later vies of it
empirically.
(Tr., p.1205, Ls.3-15.)
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the ends of the belt and confirmed that only a small percentage of the DNA on the belt
belonged to a male. (Tr., p.724, Ls.14 .. 16;
Ms. Irby-Thomas' right upper leg.
dressed and prepared to leave.

Ls.14-24.) Mr. Thomas ejaculated on

(TL, p.906, Ls.18-25.)
(Tr., p.907, Ls.1-3.)

After he orgasmed, he

Ms. Irby-Thomas continued to

pleasure herself. (TL, p.907, Ls.4-5.)
Ms. Irby-Thomas' alcohol level was .12 and she had taken other drugs that
affected her central nervous system,
Ls.21

(Tr., pA75, Ls.13-18; p.554, Ls.16-17; p.1073,

Experts believed that Ms. Irby-Thomas may have passed out due to her

alcohol and drug consumption and, therefore, may not have

able to self-rescue.

(Tr., p.1091, Ls.7-15; p.1025, L.22-p.1026, L.2; p.560, Ls.9-19; p.1039, Ls.2-15; p.1063,
L.16-p.·1064, L.15; p.1095, Ls.14-17.)

Mr. Thomas had witnessed Ms. Irby-Thomas

engage in self autoerotic asphyxia in the past. (Tr., p.907, Ls.8-11; p.907, L.19-p.908,
L.21.) Mr. Thomas' belt is a special belt used for officer training; it does not catch on
the buckle and should have released when the tension was released.

(Tr., p.456,

Ls.11-19; p.904, Ls.13-22.)
Mr. Thomas left Ms. Irby-Thomas masturbating in the house while he decided to
go sleep in his vehicle.

(Tr., p.911, Ls.13-20.)

After resting for a short time,

Mr. Thomas' legs were bothering him from his medical condition so he went into
Ms. Irby-Thomas' home to retrieve some pain medication that he left there. (Tr., p.911,
L.20-p.912, L.13.)

When he went back inside the house, he immediately noticed

Ms. Irby-Thomas; he thought for a moment that she was joking with him. (Tr., p.914,
Ls.1-2.)

However, he quickly realized that she was dead.

(Tr., p.914, Ls.1-6.)

Mr. Thomas denied killing or hurting Ms. Irby-Thomas. (Tr., p.860, Ls.7-12.)
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A little after midnight, on May 1, 2011, Mr. Thomas called his sister, Cassie
Clark. (Tr., p.615, Ls.7-16; p.920, Ls.6 .. 9.) Mr. Thomas told his sister that something
bad had happened, and that she needed to travel to Lewiston to help with his two boys.

(Tr., p.617, Ls.14--18.) Thereafter, he told her that he needed to go to get help and
would call her back. (Tr .. p.618, Ls.22-24.)

Mr. Thomas drove to Mr. Arnzen's house and woke him up by banging on the
window around 12:30.

(Tr., p.401, Ls.5-10; p.920, Ls.10-11, 18-21.)

Mr. Thomas

wanted Mr. Arnzen to go with him over to Ms. Irby-Thomas' house. (Tr., p.922, Ls.1617.) He wanted him to help him with the boys because Ms. Irby-Thomas had died; she
had been strangled. (Tr., p.922, L.20, p.1001, Ls.14-19.) According to Mr. Arnzen, he
was abruptly awaken from previously passing out while watching television and
Mr. Thomas was their admitting to killing his ex-wife by strangling her.

(Tr., p.402,

Ls.14-20; p.403, Ls.13-14.) Mr. Thomas denies admitting to Mr. Arnzen that he killed
and/or strangled Ms. Irby-Thomas. (Tr., p.923, Ls.7--10.) Mr. Thomas was disappointed
that his best friend would not come help him with the boys and, instead, was worried
that he had become a witness. (Tr., p.922, Ls.16-22.) Mr. Arnzen wanted to call the
police and report it but Mr. Thomas wanted to get the boys out of the house first. (Tr.,
p.404, Ls.21-25; p.923, Ls.1-6.) As soon as Mr. Thomas left, Mr. Arnzen called the
police and reported the information. (Tr., p.405, Ls.10-20.)
When Mr. Thomas arrived back at Ms. Irby-Thomas' house, he did not want the
boys to see their mom and, therefore, covered her up with blankets. (Tr., p.923, L.24p.924, L.2.) Mr. Thomas put one of the boys into his vehicle.

(Tr., p.924, Ls.5-10.)

When he started going back into the house for his other son, the police arrived. (Tr.,
p.924, Ls.11-12.)
5

The first officer on the scene, Trent Auberiin, discovered Ms. Irby-Thomas' body
on the living room floor underneath a couple of blankets and pillows, (Tr , p.435, Ls. 71 ·1.) Her body was also on top of a piece of crib. (Tr., p.488, Ls.8 .. 9.) Officer Andrea
Thueson entered the house after Officer Aubertin located the body.

Officer Aubertin

removed a tight belt from around her neck. (TL, p.438, Ls.10-13.) Thereafter, the two
administered CPR (Tr., p.438, Ls.·13-14; p.485, Ls.19-25.)
Officer Thueson noticed that her t-shirt was pulled up over her bare breasts and
her underwear was on her left ankle. (Tr., p.487, Ls.9-15.) The officer's initial reactions
were recorded when she discussed her observations with another officer. (Tr., p.490,
Ls.7-22.) When responding to a question about what she thought it looked like had
happened, she stated, 'They were possibly having sex because she was naked[.]" (Tr.,
p.490, L.25-p.491, L.1.)

She stopped her speculating because she thought it might

have been somewhat inappropriate to have that conversation at that time; however, the
other officer asked if she thought it was S and M. (Tr., p.491, Ls.2-7.) The question
made her even more uncomfortable and, therefore, she just responded that it looked
intentional. (Tr., p.491, Ls.8-9.) On cross-examination, counsel for Mr. Thomas asked
more directly about the recorded

conversation,

specifically asking

her if the

conversation went more like the following: "I don't know if it was an accident or not. It
looks like they were having sex. She was naked so I don't know if it was like a - and
then Officer Hosking said, S and M style.

You say, yeah, or it was just like an

intentional." (Tr., p.495, Ls.14-19.) Officer Thuesen indicated that whatever was on the
recording would be most accurate. (Tr., p.494, Ls.14-16.)
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After the EMT arrived, the two officers were relieved of the resuscitation efforts.
(TL, p.442, Ls.12-13.)

Later, Officer Aubertin went to the hospital and hospital staff

advised him that Ms. Irby-Thomas had passed away. (Tr., p.445, Ls.1~1-24.)
At the police station, Mr. Thomas knew that the situation did not look favorable
for him. (Tr., p.928, Ls.7-17; p.1004, Ls.5-10.) The police t1ad already approached the
scene in a manner consistent with an aggressive pursuit and, therefore, he knew the
police were going to arrest him for this. (Tr., p.928, LsJ-17.) Additionally, Mr. Thomas
was struggling with the idea that Ms. Irby-Thomas had died.

(Tr., p.927, Ls.22-25.)

During the interview, ML Thomas told the officers that Ms. Irby-Thomas had being using
drugs and had been involved with 20 to 25 guys; however, he denied knowing that she
had died.

(Tr., p.962, Ls.12-19; p.963, L.11-p.970, L.18.)

The detectives arrested

Mr. Thomas and the State began its formal criminal prosecution against him for murder
in the first-degree. (R, pp.15-24.)
The court conducted a preliminary hearing in June 2011

(R., pp.152-157.) The

magistrate concluded that probable cause existed to hold Mr. Thomas on the charges of
first-degree murder and bound him over to the district court.

(R., p.162.)

The

prosecutor charged Mr. Thomas by Information for the crime of murder in the first
degree. (R., p.189.) Specifically, the State alleged,
That the Defendant, JOSEPH A THOMAS JR., on or about the 1st day of
May 2011, in the County of Nez Perce, State of Idaho, did willfully,
unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditation, and with malice aforethought
kill and murder BETH IRBY-THOMAS, a human being, by strangulation
and/or asphyxiation from which she died.
(R., p.189.)
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At the preliminary hearing, the State presented testimony from Jed Fischer,
Ms. Irby-Thomas', boyfriend at the time of her death? (R., p.353.)

Mr. Fischer and

Ms. Irby.Thomas had broken up about two to three weeks prior to her death and had
gotten back to together.
intimate with each other.

(R, pp.354-355.)
(R, p.353.)

ML Fischer and Ms. Irby-Thomas were

During sex, Ms. Irby-Thomas had asked

Mr. Fischer to strangle her during sex and he complied. (R, p.361.) Mr. Fischer had
used his hands because Ms. lrbY··Thomas had moved his hands up onto her neck
during sexual intercourse. (R, p.361 ) Mr. Fischer strangled Ms. Irby-Thomas in late
November 2010 and February 2011. (R., p.362.)
After the preliminary hearing, the officers continued to investigate Ms. IrbyThomas' death.

On July 28, 2011, Detective Fuentes interviewed Karey Cannon,

Ms. Irby-Thomas' long time friend (since they were eleven). 3

(R., pp.448-468.)

Knowing that autoerotic asphyxia was going to be a potential defense, Detective
Fuentes wanted to know from Ms. Cannon about Ms. Irby-Thomas' sexual practices.
(R., p.455.)

Ms. Cannon told Detective Fuentes that Ms. Irby-Thomas liked to be

"choked out" during sex. (R., p.455.) When Ms. Irby-Thomas confided in Ms. Cannon
about her sexual practice, Ms. Cannon probably gave Ms. Irby-Thomas a disapproving
look and thus the conversation did not go much further into specifics. (R., pp.455-456.)
Another friend, Laura Schumaker, was also present during this conversation. 4 (R.,

pp.455-456.) Ms. Cannon also knew that Mr. Thomas was also not very satisfying for

The district court prohibited the Defense from presenting Jed Fischer's testimony
during the trial.
3 The district court prohibited the Defense from presenting Karey Cannon's testimony
during the trial.
4 The district court prohibited the Defense from presenting Laura Schumaker's testimony
during the trial.
2
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Ms. Irby-Thomas and that he only cared about satisfying his own needs. (R., pA56.)
Ms. Cannon also knew that Jed Fischer and Ms. Irby-Thomas had engaged in
autoerotic asphyxia. (R., p.458.)
The State filed a Motion in Limine to Exclude Evidence Regarding Victim's Prior
Sexual Behavior. (R., pp.323-364.) The State wanted to prohibit the defendant from
"questioning witnesses and/or offering testimony and/or discussing in the presence of
the jury at any time, including opening statements and during voir dire, the prior sexual
acts or behavior of Ms. lrby·-Thomas

... " (R., p.323.) The State argued that "prior

sexual acts or behaviors of the victim should be excluded pursuant to Idaho Rules of
Evidence 401 and 402 as not relevant." (R., p.325.) The State asserted that previous
instances of erotic asphyxiation were not relevant to this case. (R., p.325.) The State
asserted that, "Evidence of the victim's prior sexual behavior does not have the
tendency to make the existence of any fact more or less probable.

Since the

connection between the victim's previous sexual behavior and the facts of this case has
not been made, the evidence should be excluded." (R., p.326.)
Mr. Thomas filed a Memorandum in Opposition to State's Motion in Limine. (R.,
pp.445-478.)

He argued that "prior sexual acts of the victim, especially instances of

erotic asphyxiation, are relevant to this case:' (R., p.446.) Mr. Thomas pointed out that
the charging document specifically alleged that Mr. Thomas killed Ms. Irby-Thomas by
"asphyxiation."

(R., p.446.)

He explained that it would be relevant to the cause of

Ms. Irby-Thomas' death, premeditation, and intent. (R., p.446.) Moreover, he pointed
out that the State's investigation acknowledged that prior sexual acts were possible
defenses to this charge. (R., p.446.) Mr. Thomas attached the police interviews of Jed
Fischer and Karey Cannon as an offer of proof. (R., pp.445-478.) Finally, Mr. Thomas

g

asserted that precluding the evidence would prejudice him to the extent that it would not
allow him to present a meaningful defense and would deny him a fair trial. (R., p.447.)
After the district court heard argument on October 31, 2011, it granted the State's
(R., pp . 616-617.) The district couri evaluated the evidence and determined

motion.

that because the autopsy results did not show any evidence of sexual activity, no
evidence existed that Ms. Irby-Thomas engaged in self autoerotic asphyxiation just prior
to her death, the position of her body when the officers arrived was inconsistent with the
theory of masturbation accompanied by autoerotic asphyxia, ML Thomas didn't make
any statements that he had been sexually involved with Ms. Irby-Thomas prior to her
death, and Mr. Thomas told his friend that he killed Ms. Irby-Thomas; therefore, any
evidence of Ms. Irby-Thomas' sexual practices or prior sexual behavior would be
irrelevant.

(R., pp.616-617.)

The court went beyond the State's written motion and

prohibited Mr. Thomas from bringing up autoerotic asphyxia during any portion of the
case. (R., pp.616-617.) The court also denied Mr. Thomas' request to retain an expert
regarding autoerotic asphyxia. (R., pp.616-617.)
Mr. Thomas filed a Motion to Reconsider.

(R., pp.631-632.)

In his supporting

brief, he argued that the court's ruling went beyond the State's request, made him
present testimony before the time of trial, and denied him the right to prepare and
present a defense. (R., pp.635-638.) Mr. Thomas prepared an affidavit to support the
motion.

(R., pp.649-652.)

Mr. Thomas stated that he felt that there was sufficient

evidence in the record to support that Ms. Irby-Thomas did engage in the practice of
autoerotic asphyxia in the past and that there was a reasonable probability that the facts
leading up to her death included the practice of autoerotic asphyxia. (R., pp.649-652.)
Mr. Thomas explained that in the past, the two would engage in autoerotic asphyxia.
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(R, pp.649-652.) Mr. Thomas witnessed Ms. Irby-Thomas masturbating while engaging
in self-strangulation, utilizing his necktie.

(R., pp.649-652.)

Moreover, shortly before

her death, Ms. Irby-Thomas placed a belt around her neck for the purpose of engaging
in

autoerotic asphyxia to enhance her sexual gratification.

(R.,

pp.649-652.)

Mr. Thomas indicated that the two participated in sexual activities before her death. (R.,
pp.649-652.)

Mr. Thomas explained that he placed blankets over Ms. Irby-Thomas'

body. (R., pp.649-652.)
After conducting another hearing, the district court modified its previous ruling.
(R., pp.881-882.) The court held,
Any evidence of Beth Irby-Thomas' prior sexual activity is irrelevant unless
evidence is admitted at trial which would show that it is more probable
than not that Beth Irby-Thomas was engaged in some form of autoerotic
asphyxia immediately prior to her death If such evidence is admitted,
then the defendant may offer evidence regarding autoerotic asphyxia. A
hearing will be held out of the presence of the jury before evidence of
specific acts is offered to determine its relevance.
(R., pp.881-882.)
Mr. Thomas filed a second Motion to Reconsider Evidence Regarding Prior
Sexual Practices and Behavior and Offer of Proof.

(R., pp.888-890.)

Mr. Thomas

challenged the district court's previous ruling that Ms. Irby-Thomas' prior sexual
practices or sexual behavior was irrelevant and inadmissible.

(R., pp.888-889.)

Mr. Thomas specifically identified what evidence he wanted to admit. (R., pp.888-889.)
Mr. Thomas sought permission to present testimony from himself about Ms. IrbyThomas' sexual practices. (R., pp.888-889.) Mr. Thomas wanted to present evidence
that during sex, Ms. Irby-Thomas wanted Mr. Thomas to strangle her so she would get
more enjoyment out of sex. (R., pp.888-889.) In other words, she previously engaged
in autoerotic asphyxia. (R., pp.888-889.) Additionally, Mr. Thomas witnessed Ms. Irby-
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note stated, "Did anyone other than Joe lay foundation that Beth was, in fact, into
autoerotic asphyxiation?" (TL, p.1368, ls, 13-14.) The court instructed the jurors to rely
on their own memories of the testimony, (Tr., p.1368, Ls.16-18.)
The jury convicted Mr. Thomas of first-degree murder. (R., p, 1246.) The district
court imposed upon Mr. Thomas a unified life sentence, with twenty-five years fixed,
following his conviction for first degree-murdeL (R., pp.1304-1306.) Mr. Thomas filed a
timely Notice of Appeal. (R., pp.1321-1324.)

14

ISSUES
1)

Did the district cou1i violate Mr. Thomas' constitutional right to present a defense
in a meaningful manner by refusing to allow him to present evidence that would
have supported his theory of the case?

2)

Did the district court err by excluding evidence and testimony from Jed Fischer,
Karey Cannon, and Laura Schumaker that Ms. Irby-Thomas engaged in
autoerotic asphyxia under the basis that the evidence was not relevant to the
determination of Mr. Thomas' guilt even though his defense was that Ms. IrbyThomas died while engaging in self autoerotic asphyxia?

15

ARGUMENT
I.

Ills: District Court Violated Mr. Thomas' Constitu!]onal Right To Present A Defense In A
fy'l~l':3ani1J_gful Manner By Refusing To Allow Him Jo Present Evidence That Would Have
,$upported His T.b~Q!Y_QfJhe Case

A

Introduction
The district court violated Mr. Thomas' constitutional right to present a defense in

a meaningful manner by refusing to allow him to represent evidence that would have
supported his theory of the case.

Mr. Thomas asked three separate times for the

district court to allow him to present testimony from Jed Fischer, Karey Cannon and
Laura Schumaker. On each occasion, the district court ruled that the evidence was not
relevant.

Mr. Thomas contends that the district court's constitutional error is not

harmless and, therefore, the conviction should be vacated and the case remanded to
the district court for a new trial.

B.

The District Court Violated Mr. Thomas' Constitutional Right To Present A
Defense In A Meaningful Manner By Refusing To Allow Hirn To Present
Evidence That Would Have Supported His Theory Of The Case
The Constitution affords criminal defendants "'a meaningful opportunity to

present a complete defense."' Crane v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 683, 690 (1986) (quoting

California v. Trombetta, 467 U.S. 479, 485 (1984)): see also Chambers v. Mississippi,
410 U.S. 284, 294-95 (1973) (declaring that "[t]he right of an accused in a criminal trial
to due process is, in essence, the right to a fair opportunity to defend against the State's
accusations"). The constitutional,
right to offer the testimony of witnesses, and to compel their attendance, if
necessary, is in plain terms the right to present a defense, the right to
present the defendant's version of the facts as well as the prosecution's to
the jury so that it may decide where the truth lies.
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Washington v. Texas, 388 U.S. 14, 19 (1967). The right of the accused to present his

or her "own witnesses to establish a defense" is no less critical than the accused's "right
to confront the prosecution's witnesses for the purpose of challenging their testimony."
Id. (holding that the petitioner was denied his right to due process in obtaining witnesses

in his favor by arbitrary denial of the right to compel a witness who would offer testimony
relevant and material to the defense). The Washington Court traced the right to present
defense witnesses to the Framers of the Constitution who "felt it necessary specifically
to provide that defendants in criminal cases should be provided the means of obtaining
witnesses so that their own evidence, as well as the prosecution's, might be evaluated
by the jury." Id.
The Sixth Amendment to the Constitution reads as follows:
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy
and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state and district wherein the
crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously
ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the
accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have
compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the
assistance of counsel for his defense.
U.S. Const. amend. VI. The right to compulsory process is applicable to the states
through the Fourteenth Amendment. Washington v. Texas, 388 U.S. 14, 17-19 (1967).
As noted above, the United States Supreme Court has held that, "[t]he right to offer
testimony of witnesses ... is in plain terms the right to present a defense[.]" Id. at 19.
The Supreme Court further held in Chambers v. Mississippi, 410 U.S. 284 (1973), that:
The right of an accused in a criminal trial to due process is, in essence,
the right to a fair opportunity to defend against the State's accusations.
The rights to confront and cross-examine witnesses and to call witnesses
in one's own behalf have long been recognized as essential to due
process.
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In State v, Perry, 139 Idaho 520 (2003), the Idaho Supreme Court
recognized tr1at a defendant's right to present evidence is fundamental, but subject to
reasonable limitations, Id, at 523 (citations omitted). The Court further recognized that
the exclusion of evidence is unconstitutional when it infringes upon a weighty interest of
the defendant Id. (citation ornitted).
In this case, the district court violated Mr. Thomas' constitutional right to present
a meaningful defense. Although the district court modified its initial ruling that would
have precluded all evidence involving autoerotic asphyxia, the district court sill
hampered Mr. Thomas' ability to present a meaningful defense when it refused to allow
him to present testimony from Jed Fischer, Karey Cannon, and Laura Schumaker.
These three individuals would have provided testimony that would have supported
Mr. Thomas' version of the facts and would have allowed the jury to be the ultimate truth
finders of this case. Instead, the district court deprived the jury of crucial evidence that
would have ultimately answered their question of whether there was any other evidence
to support Mr. Thomas' testimony that Ms. Irby-Thomas engaged in autoerotic asphyxia.
Both parties had presented testimony from their experts about whether Ms. IrbyThomas could have died as a result of self autoerotic asphyxia. (Tr., p.536, L.16-p.537,
L.22; p.1091, Ls.7-15; p.1025, L.22-p.1026, L.2; p.560, Ls.9-19; p.1039, Ls.2-15;
p.1063, L.16-p.1064, L.15; p.1095, Ls.14-17.) The ultimate factual question that the
jurors were being asked to decide was whether Mr. Thomas strangled Ms. Irby-Thomas
or was Ms. Irby-Thomas' death a result of an unfortunate accident involving the
dangerous practice of self autoerotic asphyxia.

The State presented testimony from

Detective Fuentes implying that the State had looked into the possibility that Ms. IrbyThomas engaged in this dangerous sexual behavior and no such evidence existed.
18

(Tr., p.823, Ls.20-25.)

Detective Fuentes testified they had to investigate "[Ms. Irby-

Thomas'] activities and potential sexual practices that were known by friends through
this investigation." (Tr., p.823, Ls.20-25.) The State, however, did not present any of
that evidence and Mr, Thomas was precluded from presenting the evidence that Ms.
Irby-Thomas undisputedly did engage in this dangerous behavior. (R., pp.1016-1017.)

A juror would naturally conclude that no evidence of her alleged aberrant sexual
behavior existed

Unfortunately, the jurors could have been provided the necessary

testimony that would have answered their ultimate question about whether there was
any support for Mr. Thomas' claim that Ms. Irby-Thomas engaged in autoerotic
asphyxiation. (Tr., p.1368,

.13-14.)

Testimony from Jed Fischer would have supported Mr. Thomas' version of the
facts. Ms. Irby-Thomas did engage in erotic asphyxia. (R., pp.353-355, 361-362, 888889.)

Jed Fischer had also engaged in this behavior with Ms. Irby-Thomas in

November 2010 and February 2011.

(R., p.362.)

Jed Fischer could have confirmed

that Ms. Thomas enjoyed the dangerous sexual practice.

Moreover the testimony of

both Karey Cannon and Laura Schumaker could have also confirmed that not only did
Ms. Irby-Thomas engage in autoerotic asphyxia, she enjoyed it. (R., pp.448-468, 455456.)

The evidence should have been admitted and was relevant to Mr. Thomas'

defense as will be further explained below and incorporated herein by reference.

C.

The Violation Of Mr. Thomas' Constitutional Rights Was Not Harmless
Mr. Thomas contends that the error was not harmless.

Because there was a

timely objection, Mr. Thomas only has the duty to prove that an error occurred, "at which
point the State has the burden of demonstrating that the error is harmless beyond a
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reasonable doubt" State v Perry, 150 Idaho 209,

(20·10). The State cannot show

the error was harmless in this case.
The State had presented evidence that they looked into Ms. lrby--Thomas' sexual
practices. (Tr., p.823, Ls.20-25.) However, they did not present any evidence that she
engaged in this conduct; and, the defense was prohibited from doing so. (R., pp.616617, 881-882, 1016-1017.)

The jurors were left with the belief that no evidence

confirmed Mr. Thomas' testimony. The jurors were considering Mr. Thomas' defense as
is evidenced by their jury question. (Tr., p.1368, Ls.13-14.) The jurors wanted to know
if Ms. Irby-Thomas engaged in autoerotic asphyxia to which they were told to rely on
their own memories.

(Tr., p.1368, Ls.13-18.) However, there was no evidence other

than Mr. Thomas' testimony because the district court refused to allow Mr. Thomas to
present the necessary testimony from Jed Fischer, Karey Cannon, and Laura
Schumaker.

The State will be unable to demonstrate the error in this case was

harmless.

II.
The District Court Erred By Excluding Evidence And Testimony From Jed Fischer,
Karey Cannon, And Laura Schumaker That Ms. Irby-Thomas Engaged In Autoerotic
Asphyxia Under The Basis That The Evidence Was Not Relevant To The Determination
Of Mr. Thomas' Guilt Even Though His Defense Was That Ms. Irby-Thomas Died While
Engaging In Self Autoerotic Asphyxia

A

Introduction
Mr. Thomas asked three separate times for the district court to allow him to

present testimony from Jed Fischer, Karey Cannon and Laura Schumaker.
occasion, the district court ruled that the evidence was not relevant.

Mr. Thomas

contends that the district court erred in finding that the evidence was irrelevant.
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On each

8,

Standard Of Review
Whether evidence is relevant is an issue of law. State v. Atkinson, 124 Idaho

816, 819 (Ct. App. '1993); State v Lamphere, 130 Idaho 630, 632 (1997). This Court's
standard of review on issues of relevance is de nova. State v. Page, 135 Idaho 214,
219 (2000).

C.

Jed Fischer, Karey Cannon, And Laura Schumaker Should Have Been Allowed
To Testify Because They Would Have Provided Relevant Information About
Ms. Irby-Thomas' Previous Sexual Behavior Which Was A Crucial Issue At Trial
On three separate occasions, Mr. Thomas sought permission from the district

court to present testimony from Jed Fischer, Karey Cannon, and Laura Schumaker,
(R., pp.445-478, 631-632, 635-638, 888-890.) Jed Fischer would have testified that on
two separate occasions he engaged in autoerotic asphyxia with Ms. Irby-Thomas. (R.,
pp.361-362.) He would have testified that she enjoyed this dangerous sexual activity.
(R., pp.361-362.)

Karey Cannon would have testified that Ms. Irby-Thomas enjoyed

being "choked out" during sex.

(R., p.455.)

She would have also confirmed that

Ms. Irby-Thomas confided in her that she engaged in this risky behavior with both Jed
Fischer and Mr. Thomas. (R., pp.455-456.) Ms. Schumaker would have confirmed the
same as Ms. Cannon; however, she would have also added that she advised Ms. IrbyThomas that autoerotic asphyxia was dangerous. (R., pp.455-456.)
The district court concluded on three separate occasions that the evidence from
the three potential witnesses was irrelevant to whether or not Mr. Thomas committed
murder. (R., pp.616-617, 881-882, 1016-1017.) The district court conducted no further
analysis. 5

5

In its response to Mr. Thomas' second request for a motion to reconsider, the State
argued again that the evidence was not relevant and, therefore should not be admitted
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The State and the district court were incorrect in their belief that the evidence
was irrelevant All relevant evidence is admissible unless otherwise provided by the
Idaho Rules of Evidence or other rules applicable to the courts of Idaho. I.R.E. 402.
Evidence is relevant if it has "any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of
consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it
would be without the evidence." I R.E. 401. There is evidence that the alleged victim
engaged in autoerotic asphyxia.

Mr. Thomas' proffered evidence is necessary to

counter the inference that Ms. Irby-Thomas did not engage in this type of aberrant
sexual behavior The fact that Ms. Irby-Thomas engaged in autoerotic asphyxia makes
the fact that Mr. Thomas did not murder her more probable than not. The evidence
makes the fact that she died of an unfortunate accident more probable.
The pivotal question at trial was whether Ms. Irby-Thomas death was the result of
her own dangerous conduct or whether Mr, Thomas pulled on the belt strangling her.
Expert testimony was presented to the jurors that confirmed that she died by
strangulation. (Tr., p.467, Ls.21-24; p.529, Ls.3-5.) DNA expert, Linda Silva, testified
that Mr. Thomas could not be excluded as a DNA donor on the belt. (Tr., p.726, Ls.1113.) However, only a small percentage of the DNA on the belt ends belonged to a male
(a one to 122 ratio of male to female DNA). (Tr., p.724, Ls.14-16; p.733, Ls.14-24.)
The vast majority, nearly 99% were the product of a female contributor.

(Tr., p.733,

pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 401. (R., pp.987-994.) The State made
alternative arguments; however, the district court did not rule on any of the alternative
basis. (R., pp.987-994, 1016-1017.) The State argued that the prejudicial impact
outweighed the probative value because the evidence would mislead the jury. (R.,
p.989.) The State argued that the evidence would be inadmissible hearsay. (R.,
p.990.) The State argued that the evidence would violate Mr. Thomas' motion in limine.
(R., pp.990-991.) Finally, the State argued that the evidence would be improper
character evidence. (R., pp.991-993.) None of the alternative arguments were ruled on
by the court. (R., pp.1016-1017.)
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Ls.14-24.)

Additionally,

experts testified

that Ms.

Irby-Thomas'

blood-alcohol

concentration was over the legal limit and several other Central Nervous System
depressants were discovered in her system. (Tr., p.475, Ls.3-5, 13-18; p.554, Ls.16-17;
p.774, Ls.14-18.)

One of the doctors explained that if someone passed out and no

mechanism to release the pressure of the ligature existed, the person would not be able
to self-rescue. (Tr., p.1025, Ls.22-25.) If the ligature remained tight after ten seconds
and someone did not release the ligature or there is not a self-rescue mechanism, the
person would die. (Tr., p.1025, L.25-p.1026, L.2.)
The state argued both at trial and during pretrial motions that because there was
no evidence that Ms. Irby-Thomas engaged in sexual intercourse prior to her death, the
prior sexual conduct should be excluded.

(R., pp.988-989.)

The State argued that

because sperm was not found in the vaginal canal, no sexual intercourse occurred.
(Tr., p.535, Ls.7-9; p.1033, L.17-p.1034, L.12.)

However, the experts explained that

the existence of sperm in the vaginal canal was not conclusive evidence of sexual
activity. (Tr., p.536, Ls.2-5; p.1033, L.17-p.1034, L.12.) None of the experts could give
an opinion about when the last time Ms. Irby-Thomas engaged in sexual activity. (Tr.,
p.539, Ls.20-24; p.540, Ls.5-7.)

One of the police officers initial reactions was that

Ms. Irby-Thomas had been engaged in sexual activity prior to her death. (Tr., p.487,
Ls.9-15; p.490, Ls.7-22; p.490, L.25-p.491, L.9; p.495, Ls.14-19.)
During trial, Mr. Thomas presented his defense that Ms. Irby-Thomas died
engaging in autoerotic asphyxia. (See generally Trial Transcript.) He presented expert
testimony from a clinical and forensic psychologist to explain the sexual disorder. (Tr.,
p.1185, L.22-p.1232, L.19.) Dr. Gregory Wilson explained about the addictive practice.
(Tr., p.1203, Ls.8-12.) Mr. Thomas testified that he and Ms. Irby-Thomas were engaged
23

in sexual intercourse that evening. (Tr., p.904, L23-p.905, L.11.) She had put his belt
around her neck and continued to masturbate and pull on the belt while he gathered his
belongings and went out to his car to sleep. (Tr., p.903, Ls.8-9; p.904, L.23-p.905, L 11,
p.907, Ls.1-5; p.911, Ls.13-20.)
The jurors were left with the nagging question of whether there was any other
evidence from anyone that Ms. Irby-Thomas had engaged in this type of sexual
behavior. (Tr., p.1368, Ls.13-14.) The jurors had already been told by the State from
Detective Richard Fuentes that they had conducted interviews to investigate "[Ms. IrbyThomas'] activities and potential sexual practices that were known by friends through
this investigation." (Tr., p.823, Ls.20-25.) However, the jurors were left with the belief
that the investigation did not uncover anything to support the fact that Ms. Irby-Thomas
did engage in this risky behavior.
The precluded evidence was relevant to Mr. Thomas' defense. It was relevant to
explain how Ms. Irby-Thomas injured herself.

It was consistent with the testimony

provided by Mr. Thomas and was the question at issue before the jury.

The district

court erred in failing to find the precluded evidence relevant.

D.

The Preclusion Of Admission Of the Evidence Was Not Harmless Error
Mr. Thomas contends that this error was not harmless.

Because there was a

timely objection, Mr. Thomas only has the duty to prove that an error occurred, "at which
point the State has the burden of demonstrating that the error is harmless beyond a
reasonable doubt."

State v. Perry, 150 Idaho 209, 222 (2010).

His arguments

articulated in section I (C) are incorporated herein by reference. The State cannot show
the error was harmless in this case.
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CONCLUSION

ML Thomas respectfully requests that this Court vacate the Judgment of
Conviction and remand the matter for a new triaL
DATED this 10th day of April, 2013.

Deputy State Appellate Public Defender
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